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Dedication
There have been many people that have walked the path
with us through all our trials and celebrations. Some have
left us at crossroads to decide paths for ourselves. Some have
disappeared right about the time we needed them most. And
two have held our hands and sometimes helped carry us
through some of the darkest periods of our lives, and never
gave up hope on us, even when we couldn't see the path
ourselves any longer.
These two people have done more than any friend or any
relative would ever do, because they believed in us, and
believed that helping us was their purpose. So this book is
lovingly dedicated to Terry Ann and Randy Fritchman.
Without them not only would the North Pole have been
lost, but Santa and Mary Claus with it. Thank you for
helping us make the transition to a better Santa's World.
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PART ONE:

THE
DISCOVERY

Life is what happens to you
while you're busy
making other plans.
— John Lennon
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Chapter 1
Water, Water, Everywhere
Jamie Hardrock stood looking at the wall before him.
“It looks like it is alive,” he commented as much to
himself as the person next to him. “It seems to be
moving back there. Perhaps you should stand back.”
The younger man moved away without another word.
He had brought this strange sight to his superior as he
should, but he wasn't anxious to see what might lie
beyond.
Jamie stood before the wall and picked up his heavy
double pick. His muscular physique had wielded this
tool millions of times over his 300 plus years. He took
aim and firmly, but gently, struck the top of the wall
Immediately the ice at the top began to crack and
rivulets of water flowed toward the floor. The crack
began spreading in all directions and Jamie yelled, “Get
everyone out – NOW!” As he got his own feet moving, he
heard the rumbling and cracking behind him and felt
sick to his stomach.
He and the other miner caught up to the others and
Jamie just kept yelling, “Get out! Get out now!” They
sprinted up the shaft toward the opening but were quite
a ways from the opening when they heard a large boom
and then the sound of a torrent of water coming
rushing toward them. The water overtook them and
soon the band of miners were swept away like logs in a
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flume. They were banging against the walls uncontrolled
as they went rolled in the freezing water.
It spat them out of the mouth of the cave and the
water flowed through the streets of the village. It began
to taper off, but looked as if someone was draining a fire
hydrant.
Jamie picked himself up, coughed out some water
and shivered a bit, “Is everyone alright?”
“I think Whistler has a broken arm, and a few of us
are pretty banged up, but other than that everyone
seems okay,” replied one of his crew bosses.
“Get him over to the infirmary. I need to report this
at once,” said Jamie, “This may have more serious
implications than a flooded mine.”
The younger miner that had been standing by him
also coughed out water and replied, “You'd best get out
of those wet clothes first before hypothermia sets in.
Otherwise you'll be at the health center, too. That water
is only 29º Fahrenheit.”
Jamie nodded and walked off toward the Woodlands.
A half hour later he knocked on the door of the
Kringle's home. The lovely Mrs. Kringle opened the door
and said, “Hello Jamie, this is a surprise. Won't you
come in?” Jamie's height was about two thirds of the
lady before him and he tried to muster a smile.
“I'm afraid this is not a social call and I need to see
both of you right away,” Jamie said solemnly.
“I'll go get Nick. Why don't you wait in the study?”
As Mary placed her hand on his back to lead him and
she said, “Are you wet?”
He chuckled and said, “Only my hair and beard, I
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changed before coming. This is what we need to talk
about.”
“I'll get him and we'll be right in. Can I get you
something warm to drink?” Mary now was concerned
about both her guest and his news.
“Ah, no thanks, I had water before I came by. I'm fine
right now.” He moved to the room she indicated.
Mary walked to the workshop where her husband was
working on a variety of projects and said to him, “Nick
we have a visitor and it seems important. Could you
please join us?”
As Nick rose he asked, “What's up?” He moved to
Mary, and as was his custom, he gave her a little peck.
“Jamie is here and he's soaking wet, and I don't think
it's from a shower,” she said softly.
“Oh not again,” Nick said in exasperation.
“I'm afraid so, but this is the first time it has involved
the mines,” she responded.
They both hurried to the study to hear Jamie's
report.
Jamie stood when they walked in and Nick motioned
him to sit down and be comfortable. As Nick looked him
over he could see the beginnings of a couple bruises on
Jamie's face and arms. And indeed he still looked water
logged even in his dry clothes.
“Are you okay Jamie?” Nick asked concerned.
“I got a little banged up, and Whistler broke his arm,
but we'll live,” said Jamie.
“Okay, let's hear it,” said Nick fearing the news but
needing it nonetheless.
“We were working in the new shaft that is heading
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east. Jinxy came up to me and said he had come against
a strange looking sight and was afraid to go any further
without my permission. When I came to the spot I could
see it moving behind the wall, so I gave it a little tap
toward the top to see how bad it might be, and the
whole thing gave way.” Jamie shivered again as he
finished.
“Has it stopped?” asked Mary.
“I'm not sure,” replied Jamie. “The water was flowing
when I left but not as fast or much. I'm afraid either
way, it is what we have feared. I believe the whole North
Pole is melting.”
Nick raised his hands. “Now hang on a second, Jamie.
We don't know that for certain. Could it be that this was
an isolated pocket?”
“We've never come across one before.” Jamie shook
his head. “And there is no reason to think this would
have been one, and in the middle of winter as well. That
water was below freezing and it should have been frozen,
but it was anything but. Plus if you add this to some of
the other goings on, it seems to point to the fact that
this whole area is becoming unstable.”
Several buildings over the last year had begun to have
foundation issues, and a few had started to list a bit.
They knew that the North Pole was losing its ice shelf
at an alarming rate, but each winter the Pole had
refrozen and they hadn't developed a problem. Until
now. Many articles written from the States and Britain
had spread the word that the ice shelf was less than
50% of what it had been in the past, and they were
saying that the North Pole would be ice free within
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another decade or so.
This was extremely bad news for the residents of the
North Pole, as there was nothing below the ice but
ocean. Though the elves had brought tons of dirt, sand
and other materials up in order to grow trees, plants and
the like, it certainly wasn't enough to keep the village
from being swallowed whole and disappearing forever
beneath the surface.
The protective dome couldn't keep the ice from
melting underneath their feet. Santa Claus had a big
problem and the elf before him now proved how serious
it was becoming.
He looked up at Mary. As the Chief Elf Organizer or
CEO, it was her responsibility to keep the village and
villagers safe. She looked at Nick and said, “We will
have to reconvene the Council, right away.”
Nick nodded his head and said, “We also need to
bring in anyone who could advise us further.” He
suggested elves like Topo Geosphere, who was their
primary geologist, and Whitey Slippenfall, who was in
charge of the town structures and security be brought
in. Whitey was already a member of the Council and
would be there anyway.
Mary said, “I'll set up a meeting for the earliest
possible time this week. Although I am not sure what
can be done to hold back Mother Nature.”
“I think the crux of the meeting will be more as to
what alternatives we can come up with,” said the
current Santa Claus, “Aeon Millennium hinted that
someday the North Pole, such as it is, might have to
move.”
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“How and where would we move?” asked Jamie. “We
have been here for hundreds of years, and our longevity
is tied to the magnetism of the North Pole.”
“These are questions and discussions for the Council,”
answered Nick. “And as always, with the combined
intelligence of everyone we will figure out the answers.”
Jamie correctly assumed that Nick did not wish to
discuss the topic further right now, so he excused
himself from the Kringles.
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Chapter 2
Shake, Rattle and Flow
In another part of the North Pole Whitey Slippenfall
was dealing with a different problem. “What happened
in here?” he asked as he surveyed the damage in Egrid
Shortpockets' Light Shoppe.
Egrid steadied himself against one wall and said in a
shaken voice, “The whole building starting rocking back
and forth like I was in some crazy fun-house! The lights
fell everywhere and it sounded like firecrackers going off
at my feet.”
Egrid, afraid to move an inch because the house was
so wobbly, clung to a shelf with one hand, his other
plastered to the wall. “I think it happened to Priscilla's
house, too,” he nodded toward Priscilla Huffenpuff's
Ornament Shop and home next to his. “She wasn't
home when it happened, but I heard some loud crashes
coming from there.”
Whitey said “I think it is okay now. You can move
out of your corner.”
Egrid looked unsure and said, “What if it starts
again?”
“I don't think that shelf is going to hold you if it
does,” answered Whitey. “Best you move outdoors for a
little bit until I can check this out.”
Whitey looked in and around the structure and was
relieved to see it wasn't permanently damaged. He
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walked over to Priscilla's home and called her name.
There was no answer so he walked through the shop
door. Sure enough, shattered glass lay all over the floor
and most of the normally full shelves looked empty.
Whitey moved through the building making sure
Priscilla wasn't injured and laying somewhere in need of
help. He found nothing but more broken ornaments and
personal belongings strewn across the floor. He noticed a
structure crack in the back of the house and didn't like
the way it extended up the corner of the wall. That's a
load-bearing wall, he thought to himself, Not good, not
good at all.
Whitey was aptly named, as he sported a full head of
white hair that looked as white and big as a snow bank.
He had piercing green eyes, and was taller than most in
his village. Whitey was the protector of the North Pole.
He handled the defenses and also the security within the
Pole. Very rarely did anything untoward happen in the
village, but if it did, Whitey was called to the scene. His
keen senses were known throughout the village, and he
had a great capacity for sensing what was right from
wrong.
He moved to the outside. He looked down to see
another crack in the ice that ran through the back of
the house and off toward the hills behind the house.
When he returned to Egrid's, he found the same thing
going in the opposite direction from the farthest corner
of that home.
He had seen these cracks before in various places
around the village. More often than not, they were
associated with damage at or near any buildings close to
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them. This had happened too often in recent days. He
had not witnessed the events, but the results were
always the same. Damage, and lots of it. The worst so
far had been at Britney Clearwaters' plant. Britney was
in charge of the water flow through the North Pole. She
and her staff controlled the amount of melt and the
treatment of the water for purity, for the entire village.
A few weeks ago her plant experienced what was at
first thought to be an earthquake. The pipes broke lose
and water tanks ruptured. There remained a few places
that were not getting any normal flow of water, still.
And though no damage was done by the flooding, it was
a major disruption that hadn't been fully repaired yet.
Whitey scratched his head and wondered why this
was happening now. After centuries of peaceful
existence in the farthest reaches of the world, away
from tallfolk and their endless conflicts, now their
peaceful village seemed to be cracking right under their
feet. And how can we stop it? he asked himself.
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Chapter 3
Round One
Mary Claus, as Mrs. Santa was more often called, had
put the word out to the Council Elders that a meeting
was needed to discuss the disturbing happenings
throughout the North Pole. In addition to the elders she
also requested Topo, Forrest Hedemup, Bilge Seaseeker,
Frosty Evergreen, Jackson Killowatt's son, Sparky
Terrawatt, and a few others who had helped in the past
on particularly thorny issues to be present. She set the
meeting for Thursday and asked the invitees to 'study
up' on the situation at the Pole and bring ideas and
recommendations.
On Thursday, the Council chambers were filled with
elves, charts, reports and papers of various kinds. The
Council took their seats, and as was the custom, the
president, who was the reigning Santa Claus, brought
the gavel down and brought the meeting to order.
Many changes had taken place during the several
hundred years of the village's existence, though the
Council structure had changed little. Santa and Mrs.
Claus headed the central positions, exactly as Nick's
parents had done when Kristopher Kringle was the
Santa Claus. The Council members were made up of
Ella Communicado, the communications director of the
North Pole, Freida Cutinglass, the Chief Decorator of
the village, Jackson Killowatt, who is in charge of the
power supplies to the village, Alfie Newsworthy, the
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Pole's historian and record keeper, Keeney Eagleye, who
is in charge of the Hall of Records and the
Naughty/Nice list, Willie Movinmuch, who developed
and takes care of transportation to and in the North
Pole, Denny Sweetooth, the North Pole's baker, chef
and dearest friend to the Kringles, Whitey Slipenfall,
who is in charge of the town structures and security and
finally, Britney Clearwater, who manages the vast water
flow in the North Pole.
Nick opened the meeting stating that obviously
something serious was happening to their beloved North
Pole Village and the situation needed to be addressed.
He asked Whitey to give a report on some of the goings
on, in case anyone in the room was unaware of the
problems that had ensued. Of course they knew about
the incidences, but kept silent during the report anyway.
Whitey explained the problems and damage to the
Water Department, the Light Shoppe and Ornament
Shop and others. He spoke of the cracks and residual
damage after the events. Afterward, Mary Claus spoke
of the near disaster at the mine, and that water was
flowing from the shaft and freezing into large areas
around the base of the village.
“Obviously we have a problem, and we need to figure
out what is happening,” Santa said. “What we need now
is to understand how, and if, we can remedy the
situation. We have invited many of you here to help
resolve this. Before we discuss ideas and suggestions, I
would like to hear from our resident scientists, Bilge
Seaseeker and Topo Geosphere, about what is taking
place in the Pole. Bilge would you begin?”
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Bilge Seaseeker stood about three and half feet, and
was fully six inches shorter than most of the elves. He
had a studious face and pitch black hair that he wore in
bowl cut around his head. He wasn't quite as round as
Denny, but because he was so short, he looked it. His
voice was somewhat harsh and scratchy and he was hard
to understand under the best of times. He came to the
center of the room and looked up at the Council dais.
The local oceanographer cleared his throat and said, “It
has been written by many scientists from several nations
that, and I quote, 'Arctic variability is dominated by
multi-decadal fluctuations. Incomplete sampling of
these fluctuations results in highly variable arctic
surface-air temperature (SAT) trends. Modulated by
multi-decadal variability, SAT trends are often amplified
relative to northern-hemispheric trends, but over the
125-year record we identify periods when arctic SAT
trends were smaller or of opposite sign than northernhemispheric trends. Arctic and northern-hemispheric
air-temperature trends during the 20th century (when
multi-decadal variability had little net effect on
computed trends) are similar, and do not support the
predicted polar amplification of global warming. The
possible moderating role of sea ice cannot be
conclusively identified with existing data. If long-term
trends are accepted as a valid measure of climate
change, then the SAT and ice data do not support the
proposed polar amplification of global warming.
Intrinsic arctic variability obscures long-term changes,
limiting our ability to identify complex feedbacks in the
arctic climate system.' End quote. So there you have it,”
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Bilge Seaseeker concluded.
Everyone from the Council, and most of the gallery,
stared blankly at Bilge. After several moments of
silence, Freida Cutinglass finally asked “Did he say
something? Does any of that mean something?”
Ella and many others laughed and she looked to
Topo, “Topo dear, would you mind explaining to the
crowd what Bilge just said?”
Topo Geosphere stood alongside Bilge. When the two
were together you couldn't help but picture a shorter
version of Laurel and Hardy. Topo stood a full foot
taller than Bilge and was much slimmer. He wore his
black hair down over his forehead and combed to the
side. His wire rimmed glasses were almost invisible in
front of his hazel eyes. He looked to be in his forties,
though he was 254 on his next birthday in May.
He answered, “Yes, putting it in more easily
understood layman's terms, the hubbub about global
warming that we keep hearing about is not the only
situation causing our current problem. He stated that
the changes to the Pole may be a usual trend in the
earth's normal history.
“For instance, the Earth has several poles, not just
two. It has a geographic North Pole, where we are, and
a geographic South Pole. These points generally mark
the Earth's axis of rotation. But as most everyone
knows, the Earth also has magnetic North and South
Poles, based on the planet's magnetic field. When you
use a compass, it points to the magnetic, not the
geographic, North Pole. The Earth's magnetic poles
move. The magnetic North Pole can move in loops of up
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to 50 miles or 80 kilometers per day. And its actual
location, or average, of these loops, moves at
approximately 25 miles each year. In the last 150 years,
the pole has wandered a total of about 685 miles or 1102
kilometers. Of course the magnetic South Pole moves in
a similar fashion.
“The poles can actually switch places. Scientists have
discovered this by examining rocks on the ocean floor
that retain traces of the field, similar to a recording on a
magnetic tape. They estimate that the last time the
poles switched was 780,000 years ago, and it's happened
about 400 times in 330 million history of the Earth.
Each reversal takes a thousand years or so to complete,
and it takes longer for the shift to take effect at the
equator than at the poles. The field has weakened about
10% in the last 150 years. Some scientists think this is a
sign of a flip in progress.”
“So are you telling us that the magnetic north is
flipping and that this is causing our problem?” asked
Keeney Eagleye.
“Actually no, what I am saying is that it is possible
that the North Pole is undergoing a usual shift as has
happened throughout its history,” replied Topo. “We
think what is taking place is not so much global
warming as polar warming.”
“So in other words, we are seeing a historical trend
and we are melting up here?” Denny asked
incredulously.
“That's about the size of it, except that it is
accelerating at a more rapid rate than we first thought.
This is primarily because the more ice that melts, the
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less the Arctic can reflect the sunlight as the ocean is
darker and therefore absorbs heat,” replied Topo.
“How serious is this and is there anything we can do
about it ourselves?” asked Mary.
Topo looked at Bilge who tilted his head and
shrugged. He shuffled his feet a moment clearly thinking
of his answer and looked at the Council saying, “I don't
wish to beat about the bush, and what I am about to
say is not an alarmist speaking, but a realist, and this is
sincere speech. I have conferred with Bilge and many
others within the tallfolk communities. And I guess
there is only one way to put this...in the next year or less
we will become the new Atlantis, only our village will
sink to the bottom of the Arctic Ocean.”
The room exploded into discussions about how
quickly they could move, and complaints of the idea of
losing their entire home, shops and more. Nick and
Mary looked at each other and allowed the news to settle
into their minds.
Nick finally banged the gavel several times to bring
quiet to the chamber. He looked at Topo and said in a
soft voice, “Not to shoot the messenger, but when were
you going to let us in on this news?”
Bilge stepped forward and said, “We only recently
realized that the ice decrease and the SAT was
happening at an accelerated velocity which contradicted
original theory. It was perceived that another multidecadal event would take place prior to having to
determine any nomadic activity...”
“English...” Keeney fairly yelled at the scholar.
Topo again answered, “We first thought we might
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have at least a decade or two, but it is melting and
growing warmer far more quickly than we had thought.
We only verified the time frame we are actually working
with when you called the Council meeting.”
Another explosion of voices took place and again
Nick banged his gavel to bring the roar of the crowd to
silence. When there was peace once more Nick asked,
“So as we are to understand it, we have a year to
relocate the entire North Pole Village to a more stable
area?”
Topo looked down at the floor and Bilge looked
anywhere but at any of the council members. “Well?”
pressed Nick.
“Maybe less,” replied Topo, “perhaps only 6 to 9
months.”
Nick fell back in his seat, stunned. How could he
oversee the move of a village that had been standing for
centuries in so short a time? And move it to where?
Anywhere they would try to locate would draw an
enormous amount of attention and of course would
expose them to the rest of the world.
He asked the question that was on everyone's mind,
if not the most immediate problem before them. “Topo,
do we know how this will effect our longevity and what
might happen to us once we leave the close confines of
the magnetic pole?'
Everyone's breath caught as they stared at Topo.
Topo only shook his head and said, “No.”
The whole room seemed to release a collective gasp
and whispers ensued where there were loud voices
before.
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Santa said in as chipper a voice as he could muster,
“First things first, we need to decide where we would
like to move the village. We need to get the assistance of
anyone we can throughout the world to help us
accomplish this feat. I would like to begin by suggesting
we contact everyone who could help us that has been
invited to the North Pole previously. We helped many of
these people in the past and now it is time they help us
if possible.”
“I second that motion,” said Denny looking as serious
as Nick had ever seen the elf, “and I move for a vote.”
The motion was passed unanimously and Nick said,
“Okay, that's done. Ella would you please work with
Keeney to get the word out as soon as possible?” Ella
nodded.
“Now, are there any other suggestions that should be
addressed immediately?” questioned Santa.
“Should we discuss where we are going to move to
and how?” asked Whitey.
“I think we should take a day to digest the news we
have received and reconvene tomorrow, for two reasons.
I suspect we need to let others know about our situation,
and secondly, I believe we will have a clearer idea and
more practical thoughts after we have had a moment to
formulate some possibilities in our mind,” said Mary.
“I agree with our CEO,” said Santa using Mary's
official title. “I think we are too close to this news to
discuss it with any rationality now. But I wish to
emphasize the following, every year we pull off miracles
and every year we accomplish more in a month than a
host of companies or countries could achieve in a year or
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longer. This news is dire, we can overcome this problem
as we have so many in the past. I know Aeon had
alluded to the fact that eventually we would have to
move the North Pole, so in a way, I guess I knew this
was coming. But as is his way, he never provided me
answers as to how to accomplish such a monumental
task.”
“So now it is up to us,” Nick continued. “And we will
find that path and complete this undertaking. I ask you
to remain as upbeat as possible and think seriously only
of solutions rather than consequences. I also invite any
interested party from our village, or outside it, to help
us fulfill this quest. With that, I order this Council
adjourned until 9:00 tomorrow morning.” And Santa
brought down the gavel once more.
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Chapter 4
Where, Oh Where?
The rest of the day the Kringles discussed the
possibilities of where and how to move the North Pole
or more accurately the village.
“I need to look at Aeon's book and see if he gives me
any type of hint,” said Nick.
“Don't you think you would have noticed something
before if he said you would have to move the North
Pole?” asked Mary.
“Dad said he mentioned something to him when he
last saw Aeon,” Nick said, “Or should I say the second
to last time he saw him.”
Aeon Millennium had been the resident expert on
time and time travel when Nick's father Kris Kringle
was Santa Claus. Aeon had come to Nick once and told
him that he would eventually take Nick's parents to
another dimension or 'existence' when a certain time
came. That time had come a few years back and both
Nick and Mary missed them greatly. Unlike others who
suddenly disappeared without a word, Kris and Annie
were allowed to say their goodbyes to Nick and Mary.
Kris told Nick 'that there is nothing left for me to
show you, and in fact you have outdone my abilities and
I am extremely proud of you.' Annie had said much the
same to Mary, but added “You are the daughter I only
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wish I could have had since a child, but I am honored to
have been your 'Mom' for so many years.”
With that the three of them disappeared into their
new existence. Nick now ached to ask his father what he
thought he should do.
Many years before Aeon had left Nick a book with
instruction for some key things Nick needed to learn,
events that would occur and schematics for much of the
technology that was in place at the village today. But
Nick hadn't referred to the book for a couple of years, as
he had come to the end and their were no more secrets to
be gained from it.
Nick rose from his chair and went to the study.
Behind a series of books about history he found the
book from Aeon that he had hidden. He started in the
beginning where Aeon told the purpose of the book and
about the time continuum that he now used regularly
and especially on Christmas Eve. He skimmed past the
parts of instruction and the schematics that remained in
the book, as he had taken copies of the pages rather
than tear them out as he had done with the first couple
inventions.
But look as he might he did not see anything
regarding moving, or changing the North Pole or the
village's location. He did find one cryptic comment that
Aeon had written that gave him pause. He remembered
trying to understand what the old wizard was trying to
tell him when he first came across the passage, but
couldn't make heads or tails from it. It simply read,
There will come a time when you don't know where to go.
Return to the first place you visited with your father before
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the error, and follow your heart and direction upon that
place.
As Nick read this now, it made no more sense to him
than it did then. He and his father had visited the world
together and often. He could not remember a time when
they visited anywhere 'in error' and they had made
several trips together on Christmas Eve, but never got
lost or ended up somewhere they didn't intend.
Nick closed the book as Mary came in and saw the
disappointment on his face. “No luck?” she asked.
Nick shook his head and said, “Nothing. No mention
of the North Pole really, only a few events that have
come to pass and predictions that already happened.”
“Seems we are on our own,” Mary said in an excited
voice, “You know it only makes sense that this should
happen with you. Your father will always be the Santa
Claus of the North Pole, and though you have been
Santa for many decades, I think a new 'North Pole'
should be developed by you and your family.”
Nick shrugged, “I'd rather leave the status quo alone,
but since I do not have a choice unless we can put water
wings under the entire village, we need to come up with
somewhere else.”
Mary laughed at his comment and said, “It is nice to
see your sense of humor hasn't left you entirely. How
about I make us a nice cup of tea and we can talk about
the 'where' as we drink it.”
“How about a cup of cocoa?” said Nick hopefully.
Mary had been trying to get Nick to cut down on his
consumption of cocoa, including asking his chief cocoa
elf, Coco Nicenhot, not to cater to her husband's whims
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so frequently.
“Let's compromise.” Mary chuckled. “Tea now, cocoa
when we come up with a solution. This will give you
more incentive.”
Nick always knew when he lost a battle with his wife,
and always gave up before it could be a problem. He
shook his head and said, “At least there's hope.”
He took the large globe from one of the tables in his
office and followed his wife to their more comfortable
study.
After she brought them some hot orange pekoe tea,
Mary said, “Okay you are the world traveler, where
would you like to move to?”
Nick snickered and said, “You forget my dear wife,
most places I have only seen briefly, at night, and I was
working. I can't vouch for what they may be like to live
at.”
“At least we don't have to worry about the weather.
Assuming we will build another dome wherever we end
up, we can choose what ever type of environment we
wish.”
“True.” Nick pondered a moment and said. “It might
be nice to pick a more suitable place to get supplies in
and out of.”
The two began looking at the globe and talked about
many possibilities, each with their own unique set of
advantages and challenges. They were at it several
hours, and they narrowed down or eliminated many
places, but there were far too many left to make a
decision quickly. They decided they would make a
shorter list and take it before the Council and see if
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anyone else had come up with the same locations the
next morning.

